SARAH MORGAN'S BOOKLIST

STANDALONE FICTION

ONE SUMMER IN PARIS
THE CHRISTMAS SISTERS
HOW TO KEEP A SECRET

NOVELS

Series – FROM MANHATTAN WITH LOVE

MOONLIGHT OVER MANHATTAN (From Manhattan With Love #6)
HOLIDAY IN THE HAMPTONS (From Manhattan With Love #5)
NEW YORK, ACTUALLY (From Manhattan With Love #4)
MIRACLE ON FIFTH AVENUE (From Manhattan With Love #3)
SUNSET IN CENTRAL PARK (FROM MANHATTAN WITH LOVE #2)
SLEEPLESS IN MANHATTAN (FROM MANHATTAN WITH LOVE #1)

Series - PUFFIN ISLAND

CHRISTMAS EVER AFTER (UK)/ONE ENCHANTED MOMENT (US) (Puffin Island #3)
SOME KIND OF WONDERFUL (Puffin Island #2)
FIRST TIME IN FOREVER (Puffin Island #1)

Series - O'NEIL BROTHERS/SNOW CRYSTAL

MAYBE THIS CHRISTMAS (O’Neil Brothers #3)
SUDDENLY LAST SUMMER (O’Neil Brothers #2)
SLEIGH BELLS IN THE SNOW (O’Neil Brothers #1)
(shortlisted for Romance Writers of America RITA Award)

NOVELLAS

A NEW YORK CHRISTMAS FAIRYTALE – (From Manhattan With Love #4.5) – available free on www.harlequin.com
MIDNIGHT AT TIFFANY’S – (From Manhattan With Love #.5)

BURNED (Miller Sisters #2)
RIPPED (Miller sisters #1)

DIAMONDS AND DESIRE (available free on www.harlequin.com)

PUBLISHED HARLEQUIN PRESENTS/MODERN TITLES (30 books)
(most recent first. Books in a series are numbered #1 etc)

PLAYING BY THE GREEK’S RULES (Puffin Island # .5)
LOST TO THE DESERT WARRIOR
(includes some characters who appear in Woman in a Sheikh’s World)

AN INVITATION TO SIN
(UK paperback version published in ‘Sins’)

SOLD TO THE ENEMY

WOMAN IN A SHEIKH’S WORLD (#2)
A NIGHT OF NO RETURN (#1)
(Romance Writers of America RITA® Award winner short contemporary romance 2013)

DEFYING THE PRINCE

THE FORBIDDEN FERRERA (#2)
(RT Book Reviews Reviewer’s Choice Award 2012)
ONCE A FERRARA WIFE (#1)

DOUKAKIS’S APPRENTICE
(Romance Writers of America RITA® Award winner short contemporary romance 2012)

A NIGHT OF SCANDAL
(Published in the UK as Tortured Rake)

BELLA AND THE MERCILESS SHEIKH (Bella’s Disgrace /UK)

THE TWELVE NIGHTS OF CHRISTMAS

ONE NIGHT - NINE MONTH SCANDAL

DESTITUTE YET DEFIANT

POWERFUL GREEK, UNWORLDLY WIFE

CAPELLI’S CAPTIVE VIRGIN

THE VASQUEZ BABY
(Published in the UK as THE VASQUEZ BABY)

THE PRINCE’S WAITRESS WIFE

BOUGHT: THE GREEK’S INNOCENT VIRGIN

THE SHEIKH’S VIRGIN PRINCESS
THE BRAZILIAN BOSS’S INNOCENT MISTRESS

THE SICILIAN’S VIRGIN BRIDE

BOUND BY MARRIAGE, BLACKMAILED BY DIAMONDS

THE SULTAN’S VIRGIN BRIDE

MILLION DOLLAR LOVE-CHILD

SALE OR RETURN BRIDE

PUBLIC WIFE, PRIVATE MISTRESS

IN THE SHEIKH’S MARRIAGE BED

THE GREEK’S BLACKMAILED WIFE

Note: any medicals which have been published in Harlequin Presents or Harlequin Presents Extra are listed below.

PUBLISHED MEDICAL TITLES (35 books)
Most recent first, with the exception of Glenmore Island Doctors which are shown together.
All other linked books are printed together with no spaces in between
** books set in the Lake District

PRINCE ON THE CHILDREN’S WARD

DR ZINETTI’S SNOWKISSED BRIDE

DARE SHE DATE THE DREAMY DOC?
(Glenmore Island Doctors #4)
(also published in Summer Kisses ISBN 978-0263897623)
(shortlisted for RWA RITA® Award 2011)

THE REBEL DOCTOR’S BRIDE
(Glenmore Island doctors #3)
(also published in Summer Kisses)

SINGLE FATHER, WIFE NEEDED
(Glenmore Island doctors #2)

A BRIDE FOR GLENMORE
(Glenmore Island doctors #1)
(Both books also published as ‘Summer Fling)

SNOWBOUND: MIRACLE MARRIAGE/CHRISTMAS EVE: DOORSTEP DELIVERY (Medical 2 in 1)**
(also published as Angels in the Snow)
THE GREEK BILLIONAIRE’S LOVE CHILD

ITALIAN DOCTOR, SLEIGH BELL BRIDE

THE DOCTOR’S NEW YEAR’S MARRIAGE WISH

THE MAGIC OF CHRISTMAS

THE MIDWIFE’S CHRISTMAS MIRACLE**
THE CHRISTMAS MARRIAGE RESCUE **
(Both books also published as ‘Wish Upon a Star’)

THE SICILIAN’S DOCTOR’S PROPOSAL

HIGH ALTITUDE DOCTOR

GIFT OF A FAMILY

THE NURSE’S CHRISTMAS WISH

THE CELEBRITY DOCTOR’S PROPOSAL

THE MIDWIFE’S MARRIAGE PROPOSAL** (#3)
(Also published as Snowkissed Oct 2012
THE NURSE’S WEDDING RESCUE ** (#2)
(Also published as Once upon a Christmas)
THE DOCTOR’S CHRISTMAS BRIDE ** (#1)
(Also published as Once Upon a Christmas)

THE ENGLISH DOCTOR’S BABY (#3)
THE GREEK CHILDREN’S DOCTOR (#2)
THE SPANISH CONSULTANT (#1)
(Also published as Summer, With Love)

THE ITALIAN’S PASSIONATE PROPOSAL
THE ITALIAN DOCTOR’S WIFE

RESCUING DOCTOR MACALLISTER**
(Also published in the US as On the Mend)

THE SEDUCTION CHALLENGE

THE DOCTOR’S RUNAWAY BRIDE

THE PLAYBOY DOCTOR

EMERGENCY: MOTHER WANTED
THE DOCTOR’S ENGAGEMENT

THE MIDWIFE’S CHILD

WORTH THE RISK**